
June 2019 

 

Dear Parent/Guardian: 

 

The Starpoint English department is changing its summer reading program. With the official 

implementation of our fREADom Independent Reading Program over this past year, we have decided to 

incorporate free choice into your child’s summer reading experience. Starpoint English teachers believe 

fREADom is a valuable learning program.  According to Don Bolger, a human development professor at 

the University of Maryland, "It's like a snowball effect. The better you are at reading, the more words you 

learn. The more words you learn, the better you are at reading and comprehending—especially things 

that would have been outside your domain of expertise."  

 

As a result, students should read both the assigned book for his or her grade level and should also 

choose a book that is appropriate for their grade level or beyond. This selection can be either fiction or 

narrative nonfiction. Students should be prepared to both discuss the assigned text(s) and write a 

reflection on their chosen text when they arrive back at school in September.  

 

Recommended texts can be found in the High School LMC and specific teacher recommendations and 

reviews can be found online at: https://sites.google.com/starpointcsd.org/freadomthree-pointers/home  

 

Grade Level Assigned Book fREADom 

Incoming Freshmen The Boys in the Boat by Daniel Brown + one book of your choice 

English 10 & 10H Night by Elie Wiesel + one book of your choice 

English 11 Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell + one book of your choice 

AP English Language  
& Composition 

Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell 
Practice Exam (see Mr. Franco) 

+ one book of your choice 

English 12 (CAP) The Glass Castle by Jeanette Walls + one book of your choice 

AP English Literature  
& Composition 

The Awakening by Kate Chopin 
A Farewell to Arms by Ernest Hemingway 
The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde 

N/A 

 

 

AP Literature and Composition: 

 
A.P. Language and Composition students have already been given background notes on the novels as 
well as an instruction sheet regarding note taking on these novels. These notes will be the basis of 
class discussion upon returning to school in September. Please see the school website if you need to 
obtain another copy of the A.P. Literature & Composition summer reading notes. 

https://sites.google.com/starpointcsd.org/freadomthree-pointers/home

